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models trained on the TCGA have greater misdiagnoses for underrepresented minorities in multiple 
classification tasks
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MANTA: Multimodal AI for Nephro-Transplant Assessment  

• There are over 100,000 kidney transplants annually with over 24,000 transplants in
the United States alone

• Manual assessment of renal biopsies is the standard for the assessment of
pretransplant kidneys and post-transplant rejection, which suffers from inter- and
intra-observer variability

• Observer variability can have dire consequences ranging from under and over-
treatment to partial or full transplant rejection or even death

• Renal allograft assessment is a complicated process involving multiple tissue stains
and several modalities and requires the expertise of renal pathologists. Such
expertise is often not available in low resource settings which can result in delays in
diagnosis and treatment
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AI for Pathology

• We propose MANTA (Multimodal AI for Renal Transplant Assessment), an objective 
and automated method for the assessment of renal allograft biopsies for screening 
of renal allograft rejection

• MANTA utilizes weakly supervised deep learning multimodal fusion using gigapixel 
whole slide images and patients’ diagnoses as labels

• MANTA does not require pixel, patch, or ROI-level labels for training
• MANTA fuses morphological features from H&E, PAS, Masson Trichrome and Jones 

Silver stains to get holistic predictive results for T-Cell Mediated Rejection (TCMR), 
Antibody Meditated Rejection (AMR), and Interstitial Fibrosis and Tubular Atrophy 
(IFTA)
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• The features from the different staining modalities of H&E, PAS, Masson Trichrome and Jones Silver are 
fused in our multimodal machine learning algorithm  to predict the tasks of T-Cell Mediated Rejection, 
Antibody Meditated Rejection and Interstitial Fibrosis and Tubular Atrophy

• The multiple instance learning (MIL) module assigns attention scores to each tissue patch through ranking 
the importance of each patch corresponding to the label provided for the slide

• Attention scores from MANTA can be translated to WSI attention heatmaps reflecting relevance of each 
biopsy region towards the model predictions, which can be used for validation and interpretation by 
pathologists

• Heatmaps derived from the patch attention scores were shown to pathologists who 
confirmed that the high-attention regions correspond to clinically relevant regions 

• Attention scores show modalities most important to the model follow clinical usage 
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Clinical Implications

• MANTA has the potential to guide pathologists by acting as an assistive diagnostic tool 
to increase the efficiency of renal allograft assessment and decrease inter-rater 
variability by providing a second opinion on diagnosis and marking suspicious regions 
for further evaluation by pathologists. 

• High and comparable metrics across the international test cohorts show MANTA is robust to different 
patient populations and protocols 

MANTA Overview and Evaluation


